
 

SPORTS @ your library 

Sports Novels 

 

Game 

Author: Walter Dean Myers 

 
 

 

New! 

 

Knights of the Hill Country 

Author: Tim Tharp 

 
 

 

 
 

Author: [Name] 

 

 

Stotan! 

Author: Chris Crutcher 

 
 

The NFL has never been hotter--witness the $21.4 billion it will rake in on the TV-rights deals now in 
place (not to mention its own network), the proliferation of football news and information and the 
game's booming popularity among sports fans, including the 23 millioin who read SPORTS 
ILLUSTRATED every week. These 320 pages capture, in breathtaking words and pictures, the 
essence of America's game: the players and performances, the crucial moments and classic 
matchups, the enduring dynastics and unique characters that have made pro football the new 
national pastime.  – from the publisher 

Sports Illustrated Books 

In 288 pages of the greatest photography and writing available anywhere, The College Football 
Book spans the sport's history, from its infancy in the 1800s right up to the postseason 
showdowns of 2008. The book is packed with stunning pictures, award-winning stories, original 
stats, decade-by-decade all-star teams and iconic artifacts photographed exclusively for this book 
at the College Football Hall of Fame—the same exciting mix of elements that makes each book in 
the SI series a must-have for sports fan.  –from the publisher 

 
The Basketball Book commemorates the epic teams and characters, the personalities and 
performances and artifacts that have created legions of passionate fans since Dr. James Naismith 
nailed up a peach basket and devised the Original 13 Rules of the game more than 100 years ago.  
–from the publisher 

The Baseball Book commemorates the epic teams and characters, the crucial plays and 
classic games, the personalities and performances and artifacts that have kept baseball at 
the heart of American sports for more than a century.  –from the publisher 

Drew Lawson, counting on 
basketball to get him into 
college and out of Harlem, 
struggles to keep his cool when 
the coach brings in two new 
players and puts them in 
positions that clearly threaten 
Drew's game. 

More about Walter Dean Myers 

More about Tim Tharp 

More about Chris Crutcher 

http://www.walterdeanmyers.net/
http://www.timtharp.com/
http://www.chriscrutcher.com/

